Bringing “The City” to life with light

The outdoor environment of Pacific City – a 31-acre oceanfront development filled with unique shops, farm-to-market eateries, an artisanal public market, plus an upscale spa and hotel – features awesome views and beautiful indigenous landscaping. When their design agency, Lighting Design Alliance, wanted an outdoor lighting solution that complemented the creativity of project and the authentic California beach town vibe, they turned to ANP Lighting.

“We wanted to work with one manufacturer that could deliver everything we required,” said Matthew Bates, of Lighting Design Alliance, “starting with a rustic look, LED efficiency, superior quality, and multiple fixture styles for a consistent look throughout ‘The City’”.

Using the ANP Lighting marine grade paint process, the fixtures are designed to hold up in the sea air. Each fixture is powered by a high-efficiency CREE® LED module – the industry’s most advanced technology – and ANP engineers customized the module placement for a more pleasing aesthetic.

The new lighting spanned over 191,000 sq. ft. including pathway, landscape, interior courtyard, soffit lighting, and signage applications, with ANP providing more than 80% of the fixtures.

ANP Lighting Product:

BD4S10_WF524_CUSTOM_HARP_101, BD5S16_PM20_MBVA16_CUSTOM RINGS BD4S10_WF524_CUSTOM, HARP_A812_SRTC_E6_101, BD5S16_PM20_MBVA16W_CUSTOM RINGS_56
BL6411_CL_101, ORB218_SRTC_E6_101

For more information call: 800.548.3227 or visit ANPlighting.com